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BUSINESS PROCESS INNOVATION
Management Consulting

Do you agree that a business is its process?
Do you understand your processes and your business landscape?
Whether you are looking for process improvement, benchmarking against best in class
organizations, more scalable processes or a better alignment of existing processes to your
value proposition, Sierra Systems’ Business Process Innovation methodology can help you
achieve them.
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To learn more about Sierra’s
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Improvement approach, contact:
contact@sierrasystems.com
1-877-688-1371
sierrasystems.com

Sierra Systems’ Management Consulting practice believes that your business is its own
process. We understand that agility and flexibility are more than buzz words; they are
required states for continuous achievement in a complex business environment. Many
successful clients have engaged Sierra Systems to understand and optimize their processes
and have achieved enhanced flexibility and agility.
With more than 10 years of experience in business process modeling and improvement,
we understand the full spectrum of the business process management lifecycle. Our team
aligns processes and operation infrastructures for maximum efficiency across a full span
of industries and governments where we strive to deliver substantial cost savings and
performance improvements.

Our consultants have extensive real world experience in businesses across a wide
range of industries, they understand how to effectively deliver and meet the
unique business challenges our clients present.
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Our Business Process Innovation service is differentiated in several ways. Firstly, integrated
thinking is applied to inspect how all of the pieces in a business infrastructure should
work together as a high performing system. We understand that business is more than a
collection of functional areas – it’s an ecosystem. The health of this ecosystem requires
an understanding of the complex interactions and interdependencies between business
strategies, organizational structures and policies, work processes which include both internal
and external networked participants, staff and partner competencies, as well as information
technology support.
Secondly, proven performance enhancing methods and toolkits are applied to enhance
and align operational infrastructure for maximum efficiency across the full span of business
functions. We focus on the Value Stream flow of materials, services and information within
our clients, as well as between our clients and their dynamic mix of business partners.
Our Integrated Process Organization and Capture Help methodology of documenting and
understanding processes ensures that our consultants fully understand and describe your
business environment so that your processes can be leveraged to improve, describe, educate
and regulate your business.
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Our consultants offer deep expertise with industry-leading tools such as ARIS from Software
AG. This knowledge enables a more efficient business process engagement approach to be
taken without the need for client investment in the tools. ARIS not only provides a modeling
tool, but also tracks the relationships between Business Objects allowing extensive reporting
to provide business value. Models are no longer static pictures, but comprehensive and
functional representations of existing business processes, allowing an organization to deepen
its understanding of its environment. By providing a single source of truth of the business
architecture and structure, organizations are able to rapidly understand issues and make
decisions to improve and optimize business operations.
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